
A Spotlight on Action

“This book takes a historical approach to 

understanding the social work profession 

and advocacy as a fundamental responsibility 

of every social worker. Every social worker 

should know what is in this book.”

—Rhonda Wells-Wilbon, Morgan State University

This exciting new text takes readers to the roots of the social 
work profession, framing its historical development, practice 
settings, and career paths through the lens of advocacy.

Chapter-opening vignettes introduce  
the real-life practice situations social  
workers encounter

Social Work in Action and Current 
Trends boxes highlight contemporary, 
applied examples of social workers as 
advocates and activists 
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A model for advocacy practice and policy 
applies the components of advocacy to key 
areas of practice at client, community, national, 
and international levels

“There are several examples of very important 

connections being made across issues—for 

example, the emphasis on intersectionality and 

the multiple, overlapping experiences (and 

oppressions) that shape people’s life chances. 

This is something that many intro textbooks 

lack and I’m happy to see here.”

—John Q. Hodges, University of North Alabama

Spotlight on Advocacy boxes illuminate the 
transformative possibilities and contributions  
of social work

Careers in Social Work sections encourage 
self-reflection as readers consider a future  
in the field

A Spotlight on  
AdvocAcy And the Future  
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Robust chapter pedagogy includes learning 
objectives, discussion questions, exercises, exhibits, 
and Time to Think questions to encourage reflective 
practice and a deeper understanding of the field

“I’ve never read such a thoughtful analysis of social 

welfare and social work history in an intro text!”

—Alice Gates, University of Portland

“Cox, Tice, and Long provide an innovative text that 

positions social justice and advocacy as central 

to generalist social work practice. Their text goes 

further to highlight the career opportunities that 

will allow students with a hunger to change the 

world to also understand the many prospects for 

feeding themselves.“

—Bonnie Laing, California University of Pennsylvania

A Spotlight on  
AdvocAcy And the Future  

A Spotlight on  
criticAl thinking

Exhibi T  1 .4  Overview of Social Work Employment
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Instructor EdgE—free!
SAGE edge for instructors supports teaching by 
making it easy to integrate quality content and create a 
rich learning environment for students. The password-
protected SAGE edge instructor site includes

•	 An extensive test bank
•	 Lecture notes
•	 Sample course syllabi
•	 Editable, chapter-specific PowerPoint slides
•	 Lively and stimulating ideas for class assignments
•	 Chapter-specific discussion questions
•	 Interactive exercises and meaningful web links
•	 Exclusive access to full-text SAGE journal articles

studEnt EdgE—free!
SAGE edge for Students provides a personalized, 
password-free approach to help students accomplish 
their coursework goals in an easy-to-use learning 
environment and features elements such as

•	 An online action plan that includes tips and 
feedback on course progress

•	 Learning objectives 
•	 Case studies with follow-up activities
•	 Mobile-friendly e-flashcards and quizzes
•	 Multimedia content
•	 Exclusive access to full-text SAGE journal articles

PrIcE EdgE
SAGE offers students a great value! Introduction to Social Work: An Advocacy-Based Profession is priced 
30%+ less than the average competing text price and is accompanied by FREE SAGE edge online resources!

A Spotlight on SucceSS,  
For inStructorS And StudentS

edge.sagepub.com/cox
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